In this article, we present a review on the recent advancement in flexible deformable object modeling for dexterous manipulation in robotic system. Flexible deformable object is one of the most research topics in computer graphic, computer vision, and robotic literature. The deformable models are known as the construction of object with material parameters in virtual environment to describe the deformation behavior. Existing modeling techniques and different types of deformable model are described. Various approaches of deformable object modeling have been used in robotic recognition and manipulation in order to reduce the time and cost to obtain more accurate result. In robotic manipulation, object detection, classification, and recognition of deformable objects are always a challenging problem and required as a first step to imbue the robot to able handle these deformable objects. Furthermore, the dexterity of robot control is also another essential key in handling of deformable object which its manipulation strategies need to plan intelligently for each sequence process. We also discuss some deserving direction for further research based on most current contribution.
Introduction
Handling deformable objects is indispensable for human in daily activities. Seemingly handling the deformable objects is an easy task for human but to imbue the robot to learn this kind of skill is a challenging target for researchers in robotic research. The research in rigid object has already almost reached its limit but the research in deformable objects has now become a new dominant challenge for researchers. In addition, the fast development areas such as computer graphics, humanoid robot, computing power and database, three-dimensional (3-D) vision, and artificial intelligence introduce the new functionalities make the robot more flexible and dexterous in manipulation.
The existing robotic systems such as pick and place the object mainly designed from assumption that it is in rigid, static, and stable form. These robotic systems are mainly ad hoc and have lack of flexibility so the robot path planning strategy will be restricted. In manipulation of deformable object, the planning strategies for robot system become challenging because it not only focuses on its robotic movement but the deformable object to be manipulated also needs to be considered. The deformation of these objects will depend on its material properties and also the methodology of external forces acting on it. In handling process, a simple manipulation action acts on deformable object may also affect their shape. Hence, the geometrical and topology of deformable object need to be observed before next step during manipulation. Due to its complexity, the methodology to recognize the state of deformable object and the appropriate action for robot to manipulate it in the whole process has to plan properly. Detecting and recognizing the deformable object is a key problem for developing the manipulation of deformable object.
The vision and tactile sensor feedback play an essential role in robot grasping and path planning in order to overcome the uncertainties arise during the manipulation process especially for deformable object. Moreover, detection and recognition is the foremost cornerstone of all applications revolving around autonomous handling deformable object by robot. The deformation of these objects depends on their material properties and generates difference pose and appearance during manipulation. Robot will much more difficult to identify the grasping point due to the large numbers state possibilities. In order to let robot manipulate deformable objects dexterously, robot should have its own perception and intelligence to recognize these kinds of objects and capability to predict all possible situations will occur in the process.
In computer graphics, modeling and simulation of deformable object is widely used to precompute the deformation of these objects and then apply into many applications. Several modeling and simulation techniques had been proposed to improve the level of realism as the computational power enhances rapidly. The deformation of complex physical objects is being modeled by including physic theories, material properties, environment factors, and forces acting on them. The deformable object modeling becomes essential in robotic research since the result produced is seemingly real, saving cost, and well accepted as virtual testing tool for their system. The overview of robotic manipulation for flexible deformable object assisted by deformable modeling and simulation can be depicted as shown in Figure 1 .
Modeling of flexible deformable object
To achieve the realistic in modeling and simulation, model the deformable object with correct physical properties that can represent the mechanical behavior in real world has always a challenging task in computer graphics. The geometry shapes of deformable models generally refer to the curves, planes, and surfaces that expressed the characteristic of the represented object. 1 The shape of model will vary and deformed under the influence of external force. Generally, the object deformation can be categorized into several forms which are elastic (recoverable shape), plastic (permanent deformation), and flexible deformation. The materials such as cloth and rope neither elastic nor plastic deformation which grouped into flexible categories will alter easily with simple action. To describe the behavior of flexible deformable object, different modeling techniques will be applied depending on the requirement of application that attempts to optimize the accuracy and computational efficiency. Some surveys exist on this related research in the field of computer graphics: cloth modeling, 2 deformable modeling, 3,4 surgery simulation, 5 and manipulation planning. 6 Some improvement from different views in cloth modeling such as accuracy and stability, 7 numerical integration method, 8,9 mesh generation, 10,11 material properties, [12] [13] [14] and wrinkles formation [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] had been proposed.
Mechanical properties for clothes modeling
Mechanical behavior of cloth and fabric is always the issue in order to produce an accurate model in simulation. In modeling and simulation, the mechanical properties such as weight or mass, elasticity, shear, bending, and friction are always the indispensable parameters for model to imitate the real objects. Currently, there are two standardized measurement systems that used to measure these propertiesKawabata Evaluation System (KES) and Fabric Assurance by Simple Testing (FAST) method. [21] [22] [23] KES is the first standardization of objective fabric assessments based on the experiment measurement of the stress-strain curves shown in Figure 2 to study the mechanical properties for different types of cloth. 25 This system consists of different machines to test the mechanical properties such as tensile, shear, bending, compression, roughness, and surface friction. A set of instruments and test procedures are applied in FAST to measure the fabric mechanical properties which the linear interpretation of measured data are permitted. 26 
Cloth modeling techniques
Flexible deformable objects such as cloth, garment, and pant are only considered as a two-dimensional (2-D) surface or plane, whereas the thickness is always neglected when computing the manipulation process during modeling and simulation. Cloth modeling and simulation is an interesting problem that led extensive research in last past two decades. Cloth or fabric considered as an anisotropic materials that exhibit a complex behavior and difficult to model. 27 The challenges in cloth modeling and simulation include the nature of highly deformable, wrinkles at any place in the cloth, geometrical contact between itself or other objects, visual realism, computing efficiency, and manipulation process such as folding. 24 The research on modeling and simulation of cloth in computer graphics can started back in 1980s. In the early work, the cloth animation is modeled by using the constraint points approximation of surface and perform the relaxation process of these points to deform the shape. 28 The elastic-based models had been proposed to simulate a deformable structure such as cloth by approximation of the continuous dynamics that solved using finite difference discretization and implicit time then creating the fundamental basis for physical-based modeling.
29,30
Finite element method. The mechanical properties of cloth can be accurate reproduction by using finite element method (FEM) had been discussed in the literature. [31] [32] [33] Most of the existing approach are based on the geometrically exact thin shell theory which its deformation is governed in continuum mechanics. By applying FEM, the cloth can be discretized into interpolation patches surface with the physical parameters that can represent the actual cloth behavior. The nonlinear equation system based on the energy variation is conditioned to govern the displacement and orientation of the nodes on surface patches by applying iterative techniques. The FEM is to focus on the accurate simulation of deformable object using the mechanical properties of fabric. However, it is suite to simple deformable object but restricted in the real-world simulation and animation because of the heavy computational power required and some other constraints such as collision problem is also difficult to solve together with FEM.
Particle-based system. The cloth surface is represented by a polygonal mesh using a set of particles which will support the dynamic simulation. [34] [35] [36] [37] The deformation of cloth is based on the movement of particles that represent the mechanical properties of cloth when forces acting on them. These particles' behavior is governed by the energy function that represents the stretching, shearing, and bending properties. These properties can be used to represent different types of cloth materials in modeling and simulation and mostly parameters from KES will be applied.
Mass-spring system. Mass-spring model is an another discrete-based model which is using simple physical method for modeling and simulation. This model is using a set of particles or masses that interconnected with massless spring in the lattice structure and the movement of particles is updating with numerical integration method such as Euler integration. 10, 17, 38, 39 There are three types of springs are used as shown in Figure 3 : structural spring-connect the nearest neighbor particles, shear spring-connect the nearest diagonal neighbor particles, and bending springconnect the second neighbor particles along the line. In addition, the deformation constraint had been accounted to avoid the over-elongation for each springs in cloth structure. 38 To adding the stability and speed up the convergence, the optional viscosity often added into the system.
Numerical integration method.
To compute the position and speed of particle by integrating the force applied in the system, explicit methods are always the simplest and fast way to integrate but the small timestep is required to maintain the stability in the system. Other numerical methods such as Runge-Kutta method, implicit method, and conjugate gradient method also proposed to improve the accuracy and stability. Different numerical integration methods used in various models had been discussed in the literature. 24, 40 Collision handling. Collision detection and response is another problem for deformable object when accurately simulating in virtual reality. Without solving the collision problem, all deformable objects will penetrate with itself (self-collision) or external objects during simulation. Several different methods had been proposed to address the problem of collision. Some survey had been done in the literature [41] [42] [43] Bounding-volume hierarchies are the most popular used for collision detection and different types of trees such as axis-aligned bounding boxes [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] and discrete orientation polytope (k-DOP) 10, [50] [51] [52] [53] are discussed in the study by Teschner et al. 42 Design and simulate. The simple cloth design and simulation process consists in several phases are depicted as shown in Figure 4 . Firstly, a simple cloth can be designed in 2-D single-pieces pattern either in triangulated mesh or quadrilateral grid. Applying the mesh generation then locate it in 3-D environment which the model can be easily transformed from local to world coordinates. The physical parameters to represent different types of material can be specified and the external parameters such as gravity, collision handling method need to setup before the simulation. For complex design such as garment, additional construction methods like cutting and seaming are applied to assemble the 2-D designed patterns into 3-D garment. The visual data and result obtained from the modeling and simulation can be adopted for robotic manipulation purposes.
Robotic manipulation of deformable object
To design a dexterous and autonomous robotics systems to manipulate the flexible deformable object such as clothes, the robot must have the knowledge to understand the structure of manipulated object after deformation and also the exact pose location in real-world environment. The position and orientation of end effector must be controlled during the manipulation. In addition, planning strategies in robotic manipulation sequence also need to be organized precisely. In virtual environment, control the robot model to manipulate the flexible deformable model similar to real-world application is also another challenging task. The analysis for the interaction and contact dynamics between robotic manipulator and surface of manipulated object, contact force and motion control of robotic manipulator needs to be further considered. There are several groups put their efforts and focused on the recognition and manipulation of flexible deformable object especially for clothing or garment.
Object detection and recognition
In the earlier stage, the deformable objects are detected via some features through their silhouettes from 2-D captured images. Most of the techniques used to detect these kinds of objects are based on the contour-and template-based models. In the category of object detection, template matching is one of the common digital processing techniques to find the object in an image using given templates. Furthermore, multistage contour-based template matching method of detecting simple contour deformable objects had been proposed. 54 Using different approach, the location and contour of object is extracted from model sketches then detect the object using segmentation matching process. The shortcoming of this method is that the contour detected in beginning step must able to determine the object explicitly else it may fail in the following matching process. Multiscale deformable part models are trained using the mixture algorithm with dynamic programming to improve accuracy in deformable object detection. 55 Using hierarchical structure, every component of the detected object is extracted into different level shape to form a tree structure. For further improvement, the deformable part-based model using multiple-resolutions hierarchical structure which corresponding different resolution for computational saving. 56 However, the existing detection methods of deformable object is more focused in object classification without further analyze the deformation characteristic of the object.
In cloth detection, a method using interactive perception to classify the clothing type and unfolding it by a single robotic arm had been proposed. 57, 58 This unfold method is actually flatten a cloth by grasping certain points which estimating the cloth movement and configuration from the captured image. It take a large number of step to fully unfold a cloth. In addition, this method is highly dependent on the color-based segmentation algorithm and it is sensitive to the texture variance. A series of works had done on garment pose recognition of estimating the configuration of hanging clothes in the literature. [59] [60] [61] The deformable model will be captured as a 2-D shape template image and then registered in the database. The current pose of shirt hanging is aligned and fitted by the model using pattern matching algorithm, the possible states that closest to the observed shirt is selected then the next grasping point for manipulator can be estimated to unfold the shirt. The research in deformable object recognition goes to another peak when the stereo and depth sensor camera are emerging and become most attraction. The 3-D images data can be obtained from these device which can get more comprehensive result in object recognition. Using Kinect Fusion, the 3-D model of flexible deformable object can be reconstructed then store together with deformable model from simulation to build a robust database in object classification and pose recognition. 62, 63 Furthermore, the hierarchy of deep Convolutional Neural Network had been applied for recognizing the category and pose of garments hanging by manipulator in order to improve the performance of recognition process. 64 
Robotic arms with assisting tool
To fold the clothing, the robot-assisting tool such as "flipfold" system had been proposed. 65 The two appropriate points of clothing had been grasped by robot initially and then placed on the foldable plate to finish the folding process. In Osawa et al., 66 unfold a garment is proposed using pattern recognition and regrasping of the lowest point of a garment with dual-arm robot until successful. In research of grasping skills for flexible deformable object manipulation, an approach of edge tracing had been proposed to detect the second corner of cloth from first corner found through its edge. 67, 68 The first robotic manipulator will grasp a corner of towel as a first grasping point. An another robotic manipulator with inchworm gripper will grasp a point near to first grasping point and starts to trace edge of towel depend on the sensor feedback from gripper. The second corner of towel will be detected as the end point by using this tracing method. In Doumanoglou et al., 69 ,70 a dual-arm industrial robot had been used to unfold different garments. The autonomy unfolding process is based on the recognition from a set of depth images that using physical garments and then estimating the two grasping key points for manipulators are shown in Figure 5 .
Humanoid and collaborative robot
When the humanoid robot had seen significant advancement in recent years, clothing recognition and manipulation by using PR2 robot built by Willow Garage can successfully handle the tasks such as folding and unfolding the towels and shirt as shown in Figure 6 . [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] Their methods mainly focus on aligning the observed appearance to the known template and then detect the second corner of towel for end effector to grasp it. Grasping two appropriate corners of a towel which successfully unfold to desire configuration and then putting on the table to complete the folding task.
Recently, a series of laundry works had been done using Baxter robot built by Rethink Robot. 62, 63, [76] [77] [78] Firstly, the database is based on simulated deformable model of hung garments. Using Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) method to exact the features from the depth images and the Support Vector Machine (SVMs) is then trained to recognize the category and pose of garment. Further improvement, Kinect Fusion method also applied to reconstruct a 3-D model and then to predict the pose of garment. Next, regrasping point is predicted after pose recognition then Baxter robot will able to unfold the hung garment as shown in Figure 7 . After flatten the garment on the table, an optimal trajectory by using Bezier curve method to control the path for manipulator to fold the garment to desired configuration. In addition, robotic ironing plan that using Kinect sensor as assisting tool to classify and detect the wrinkles on the surface of garment then Baxter robot able to control the ironing path effectively.
Machine design and development
After dryer and washer machine, robotic laundry folding machine shown in Figure 8 dealt by Foldimate that able to fold the garments in the household is developed. 79 A pair of end effector will grasp and pull a garment into the platform. The sensor will detect the configuration of the pulled garment, and the garment will be folded by different robotic arm. Meanwhile, remove wrinkles and perfume the garment by a jet of stream during folding process and then the folded garment will push out from the platform. However, the limitation of this machine is that human need to clip the garment on the hanger in front of the machine and further improvement is need in order to suite the clothes such as towel, socks, and undergarments into this machine.
Discussion and future work
The robotic development in industry is governed by the need of its own application. Various robots with end effectors are designed for each industrial purposes during manipulation process such as pick and place. In addition, the home service works such as housekeeping, floor mopping, and clothes folding required high performance robot to maintain the stability, repeatability, and accuracy since these processes are repeating for the products in huge volumes. For future robotic application, the robotic development also need to take consideration about human-robot interaction. The robot must be flexible and safe to use during interact with human in various environment. A robot that can paused temporary and recovered after interacted with human can solve many problem encountered in crowd places such as home and restaurant. In addition, force/torque sensors, 3-D vision, speaker and voice recording, and knowledge database will become an essential parts in autonomy robotic development. Advanced detection and recognition for deformable object will be integrated with various type sensors that able to complement their limitation in dexterous robotic manipultion. Database can be built by the modeling techniques to describe the object behavior during manipulation. In addition, learning from demonstration on real parts and collecting the feature simultaneously can be useful in robotic manipulation tasks.
Conclusion
In this article, we presented a review of deformable object modeling for recognition and manipulation. Various modeling techniques in computer literature to describe the deformable object such as physical-based model and mass-spring model are discussed. In addition, various deformable object modeling has been applied into robotic recognition and manipulation. One of the interesting approach is to train the simulation result from 3-D deformable model and then create the database for recognition in category and pose estimation rather than using physical object. Furthermore, the recognition and manipulation in robotic application also adopted the current development of the deep learning architectures to obtain more robust and accurate result. Various advanced machines and robots had been developed to solve the deformable object manipulation. There still remains an open question for autonomy robot whether it can be applied to household services such as laundry tasks that affordable for home user in future. However, the autonomy robot development still has not reached the limits and need to solve the unforeseen problem during the development in robotic application and obtain widely use in home and industry application.
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